Free energy determinants of secondary structure formation: III. beta-turns and their role in protein folding.
The stability of beta-turns is calculated as a function of sequence and turn type with a Monte Carlo sampling technique. The conformational energy of four internal hydrogen-bonded turn types, I, I', II and II', is obtained by evaluating their gas phase energy with the CHARMM force field and accounting for solvation effects with the Finite Difference Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB) method. All four turn types are found to be less stable than the coil state, independent of the sequence in the turn. The free-energy penalties associated with turn formation vary between 1.6 kcal/mol and 7.7 kcal/mol, depending on the sequence and turn type. Differences in turn stability arise mainly from intraresidue interactions within the two central residues of the turn. For each combination of the two central residues, except for -Gly-Gly-, the most stable beta-turn type is always found to occur most commonly in native proteins. The fact that a model based on local interactions accounts for the observed preference of specific sequences suggests that long-range tertiary interactions tend to play a secondary role in determining turn conformation. In contrast, for beta-hairpins, long-range interactions appear to dominate. Specifically, due to the right-handed twist of beta-strands, type I' turns for -Gly-Gly- are found to occur with high frequency, even when local energetics would dictate otherwise. The fact that any combination of two residues is found able to adopt a relatively low-energy turn structure explains why the amino acid sequence in turns is highly variable. The calculated free-energy cost of turn formation, when combined with related numbers obtained for alpha-helices and beta-sheets, suggests a model for the initiation of protein folding based on metastable fragments of secondary structure.